
Virtual Vacation Video 
Photoshop and iMovie 

 

You will be going to take a trip somewhere!!!  The places you choose must have several different places to 

visit—example:  Hawaii – Hanauma Bay, The Arizona Memorial, Pineapple fields, North Beach, Waikiki, 

Diamond Head, Different Hotels… Create a Folder for this called LastNameFirstinitialTRIP.  Save 

everything in this folder. 

 

PART 1:  Complete the Worksheet on Vacation. (20 point)- Turn in sheet along with the word 

document of your screenshots. 

 

PART 2:  (10 Points)-Turn in Contact Sheet. (PRINT Portrait) 

⌂ High Quality – Get  20 Pictures larger than  1024 x 768 pixels pictures off the internet of the place 

you are going- You may have “fun” with up to 5 of these—the rest must be realistic. Please don’t 

pick the first picture.  I don’t want everyone to have the same image.  (Make a contact sheet of these 

20 pictures 4 columns and 6 rows.)  Type your name on this Print to color printer and turn in. 

 

PART 3&4:  (40 Points)- You will need  at LEAST 10 Photoshopped images. 8 Must be realistic….2 

you may have fun with (a giant climbing a building, riding a dolphin etc…) 

 

Part 3:  Pose and Take Pictures like you are in the images. 

⌂ Take several pictures of yourself—posing in these pictures—could be you and a friend etc.  Needs to 

look like you are actually there. You may reuse only one of the poses. Use your contact sheet as 

inspiration to figure out how to pose.  Be careful not to cut off any parts. Take extra pics. 

⌂ Take against Plain background for easier cutting out. 

 

Part 4 : Photoshop yourself into the pictures:  Grading will be based on the following: 

 Will have to probably work on adjustments for either picture or yourself, keep lighting in mind! 

 Clear/real looking photos—as if you were there—try using some blending tools such as blur (do 

this on the edges) adding shadows (MUST ADD A SHADOW ON AT LEAST ONE!)—Try 

different brushes, make sure all pictures are cleanly cut may use the healing/ cloning tool Content 

Aware or anything else that will make the picture look authentic. 

 Total of at least 10 pictures—Save all as PSD. 

 Print Contact Sheet as 2 x 5  (if you did more it will be 2 pages) Type your name and turn in. Also 

Put your Folder Trip Folder into the Handin. 

 

PART 5—Create a Movie of your Virtual Vacation(65 Points) 

 You must have all edited pictures (you may(or may not) include the unedited one-- this is up to you) 

 Title at beginning with Your Name and Place (add a voice over or video for extra credit Voice Over 

Example:  This is Jane Doe taking you on my Adventure to Australia, I visited the Great Barrier Reef 

as well as the unforgettable Outback” )— 

 Animated credits at the end—Credit the search engine you used to find the pictures and Year you did 

this video, plus anyone else that may be in pictures with you. 

 You will need a song/music that fades ouut. 

 Must incorporate at least 1 sound and an animated gif and or moving graphic 

 Must make use of transitions AND Ken Burns Effect on each picture and use them effectively. 

 Video needs to be no more 60 seconds, but at least 25 seconds. 

 Should be fun to watch—Repeat, zoom, pip, position, effects 

 Export the video to .MP4 format save as LastNamefirst Intital Trip.   

 Submit the MP4 Version to Handin. LastNameFirstInitialTrip.MP4 

 

The more creative and realistic the video and pictures the better your score!!! 

 



 

Name_________________________________ 

Virtual Vacation Video will be graded using the following system: 
 

  Comments Possible   

Background from Dayton to your destination  5  

Titles (good quality) 
Beginning Your Name and Place and End search 

engine and year. Possibly on each picture   10   

Effects- Ken Burns Edited for focus and  
Transition’s other effects can be added.  10  
Music appropriate and used correctly- fades 
out- appropriate level 
Sounds at least 1   10   
Correct Time Limit (25 seconds to 50 seconds) 
doesn’t feel to fast or slow   5   

Animated Gif or Graphics (good 
quality...makes sense or graphic moving)  10  

Used all pictures… 
Exported Correctly to Hand In/Grade sheet 
submitted   5  
Creativity/Time/Effort/feels moving/ 
entertaining/not boring and dry 
All instructions followed.   10   
Extra Credit- Video as part of voice over or 
voice over 
Or Extra pictures edited Up to +10 depending on creativity   

  Total Video Grade 65   

    
 

 

 

10 Well edited pictures 
Good Pose used only once/ no more than 
2 used twice 
Shading/color/selection 
Feels Real…My Have fun with up to 
2…silly. Contact Sheet 
(4 points each) contact sheet  40   

 Total Photoshopping Grade 40  

    

    
 

 

WHAT TO TURN IN:  This sheet, Contact sheet, MP4  file to Hand In Fold 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Name________________________________  DESTINATION:_______________________ 

Vacation Worksheet Part 1     Dates Selected: ________________________ 

 
You are going on a trip--- You will be going to take a trip out of the Country!!!  The places you choose must have 

several different places to visit—example:  Hawaii – Hanauma Bay, The Arizona Memorial, Pineapple fields, North 

Beach, Waikiki, Diamond Head, Different Hotels. Create a Folder for this called LastNameFirstinitialTRIP… Save 

all documents in here. 

 

Screen shot with crop (CMD + Shift +4) 

 

Open a Document FileName Trip:  Put your name and the place you are going at the top.  Screen shot the items 

asked for Below, crop and resize and put into no more than 2 pages. Print when done to B/W Printer. 

 

Go to https://www.distancecalculator.net/ to find distance of place you are going Screen Shot the mileage to the place 

you are going as the crow fly. ____________________ miles.  Screen shot1 and put into word document. 

 

Check Travel Advisory https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/traveladvisories.html/ 
What Level are they on? ____________________. What does that mean? ________________________________ 

 

Next:  Go to a Travel Site and search for flights somewhere between June 8th and June 27th .  Search for Flights only 

first…Try Travelocity.com or expedia.com. 

 

Where are you flying to (City Name and Airport Code (3 letters)? __________________________________ 

 

How much is the cheapest round trip flight? __________________________Screen shot2 flights to and from and 

price and put into the Word document. 

 

How much would a first class roundtrip ticket cost and/or Business Class on the same 

dates?_______________________________ 

 

Find a Hotel for your stay….Use same website you used for flights…but change to hotel 

A Hotel you would like to stay in (reasonable price).  How much is it going to cost for the entire stay? 

_____________________ Screen shot3 and put into a Word Document.  

 

A More Expensive Hotel. How much is it going to cost for the entire stay? _____________________  

 

How much would a basic rental car cost you for your stay? _________________________ 

 

Also Look at VROB.com or Airbnb.com and find for your stay something fitting for you. 

How much is it going to cost for the entire stay? _____________________ Screen shot4 and put into a Word 

Document.  

 

 

List at least 2 touristy places you plan on visiting while on your trip. 

 

1. 

2. 

 

Print out your word document on one page and staple to this paper… 

https://www.distancecalculator.net/
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/traveladvisories.html/

